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Updated in 2020. Is there a battle taking place in your church, leading to divisions and splits? Can you do anything to stop the infiltration of the enemy? Through prophetic insight and personal experience in many churches, R. B. Watchman will expose a hidden snare used by Satan to undermine God's purposes in His Church. Tares and weeds are counterfeit Christians. They are often unknown pawns of the enemy, used to sabotage Kingdom work and all who are involved in it – to discourage, dishearten, depress or even destroy! They are planted to ultimately resist God's will being fulfilled. Learn how to recognize tares. Their form,
nature and how they operate. How to neutralize them in the Holy Spirit. How to protect yourself and others. Being victorious in Jesus Christ. Experience God’s freedom and victory at home, in your church or workplace as you participate in spiritual warfare in Christ Jesus through the power of the Holy Spirit! Be victorious in Christ and see God’s good, pleasing and perfect will done, as the enemy is defeated through Holy Spirit led prayers!

Budget Travel, A Guide to Travelling on a Shoestring is a practical and concise guide to travelling the world and exploring new destinations with fascinating opportunities and experiences. Full of anecdotes, traveller’s advice, informative timelines and testimonies, with suggestions, guidance, ideas and need-to-know information to help you survive and thrive on your budget travels and have the adventure of a lifetime! Whether you go solo, join with friends, participate in humanitarian work, join an overland bus trip or take your own vehicle, this book is for you. • Why travel, options, ideas, opportunities and experiences • The style of your trip, what to do, when to go and the cost • Gap year safety, medical and health related issues and remote travel • How to travel with money, cash, ATMs, haggling and remunerations • Your rucksack/backpack, what you need to take and leave behind • The plane ticket, review sites, applying for a visa and airport etiquette • Finding a place to stay, reservations and accommodation checks • Personal hygiene, scams, settling in and a foreign language • Be smart, shrewd and safe, the laws of the land and social media • Food & drink, keeping a journal, culture, writing and photography • Buses, trains, taxis, motorbikes, overlanders and vehicle maintenance • Overland bus trip and researching an organization • Humanitarian and development aid and leading a volunteer-vacation • A working-vacation, advice for leaders and a working team • Can you help me and the end of the journey As a world traveller, Mathew Backholer has visited more than forty countries and has travelled the length of Africa, from Cairo to the Cape, across South-East Asia from India to Vietnam and from Nepal to Russia via China and Mongolia and has survived the Trans-Siberian Railway. He has driven around Europe, visited North Africa six times, and has journeyed alone, with friends, as part of team and as a leader. He is the co-founder of ByFaith Media (www.ByFaith.org) and films and presents the reality mission travel series ByFaith TV which airs globally on numerous networks. He is the author of many books, including: How to Plan, Prepare and Successfully Complete Your Short-Term Mission and Extreme Faith.

The twenty-four tales in this book are of the most famous lost treasures in America, from a two-foot statue reportedly made entirely of silver (the “Madonna”) and a cache of gold, silver, and jewelry that was rumored to also contain the first Bible in America to seventeen tons of gold—its value equal to the treasury of a mid-sized nation—buried somewhere in northwestern New Mexico. What makes these tales even more compelling is that none of these known-to-be-lost treasures have been discovered, although modern detecting technology has made them eminently discoverable.

Excerpt from Key to the Lost Treasures of the Bible

These are the Old and New Testaments. They were written by holy men, inspired by the Holy Spirit, and contain God's revealed will to man. They are a sufficient and infallible guide in religious faith and practice.

Sec. 2. - Being and Attributes of God. The Scriptures teach that there is only one true and living God, who is a spirit.

About the Publisher

Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com

This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.

What does God have to say to the world in the 21st century? Prophecy Now is an end-time prophetic journal received over a nine year period. Read of the coming revivals to Britain, Europe, and America, and learn of God's will for many nations—including the unification of Korea! Discover what God has to say about prayer, the fulfilment of the Great Commission, the end-times, Islam, global warming, the economic climate, Christian media, spiritual fathers, and much more. • The coming revivals in the nations • Times of judgment and great blessing • Warnings to those who fleece Christians • The call of the young end-time generation • The living destiny of older ‘retired’ Christians • Tares, deceptions, pruning, and false teaching • Spiritual warfare – principalities and powers defeated • Intercession – Rees Howells’ legacy and an army of intercessors

Michael Backholer was born in England a few years after the end of World War II. After a powerful encounter with God in the early 1980s, and a visitation from the Lord, Michael fully surrendered his life to Jesus Christ and came into the fullness of the Holy Spirit. In 1989, he was called into the hidden life of prayer and was released from working for an earthly master. Since that time he has also served the Lord in a number of countries from the USA to South Africa, and all over Great Britain.
Find a world beyond earth which is real, vivid and eternal. Many people have claimed to have visited heaven and yet these accounts often conflict with what the Word of God says. In this narrative receive biblical glimpses and revelations into life in paradise, which is filled with references to Scripture to confirm its veracity. Join a believer, an angel and a glorified man on the most biblical book about heaven that you may ever read. Find answers to questions and open your mind to eternal thinking, as you reach beyond the veil into eternity, with those who love the Lord Jesus Christ. Paul Backholer is a British broadcaster and the founder of ByFaith Media (www.ByFaith.org). He is the director of ByFaith TV which airs on multiple platforms around the world and is the producer of several Christian documentaries. Paul is the author of many books including How Christianity Made the Modern World, The Exodus Evidence and The Ark of the Covenant – Investigating the Ten Leading Claims. Paul studied in a British Bible college in the 1990s and has travelled to over forty nations on Christian endeavours.

The United States is building the largest debt mountain in history and Britain is still borrowing. How will these debts affect your family and will our nations still be paying them off in the 2080s? In this book the author explains how and why this debt time bomb was created, the spiritual roots of this crisis, and the harsh implications for Western defence and global stability. What went wrong and can we do anything about it? 2020 edition.

Walking with Jesus – two minutes a day to encourage and inspire. Have you ever wished you could have sat at Jesus’ feet and heard Him speak? Jesus Today is a concise daily devotional defined by Jesus’ teaching and how His life can change ours. See the world from God’s perspective, learn who Jesus was, what He preached and what it means to live abundantly in Christ. 100 days of Christian inspiration to draw you closer to God. 2020 edition.

Updated in 2020. Revival Fire, 150 Years of Revivals features twelve of the most potent heaven-sent revivals that the world has seen in the past one hundred and fifty years. Including: the Prayer Meeting Revival of 1857 that reverberated around the world, the Azusa Street Revival that ushered in the modern Pentecostal movement, the Pyongyang Great Revival where the Korean church, less than a generation old, swept the country, the Gold Coast Revival on the west coast of Africa, and the Shillong Revival in India, of the twenty-first century. Discover how Christians prayed, the Scriptures that they pleaded, the challenges faced and how they saw the blessing of God in their towns and cities as the Holy Spirit came down and convicted saints, converted sinners and transformed lives unto the praise and glory of God! The author makes many references to other lesser known revivals and brings facts to life through the use of detailed descriptions, statistics, interviews and eye-witness accounts; coupled with his broad and extensive knowledge of revival church history makes this book informative, and a truly
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Inspirational read. Learn from the past, be challenged for the present and be inspired for the future!

Updated in 2020. One man’s compelling journey of faith and intercession. Raised in a dysfunctional family and called for a Divine purpose, he ran from God, yet the world could not break nor tame him. Years later, he met with Jesus Christ in power through a dynamic encounter with the Holy Spirit and was changed forever. Sent out by God, he left employment to claim the ground for Jesus Christ, witnessing signs and wonders, spiritual warfare and deliverance. In a remarkable modern day story of miracles and faith, see how God can take a depressed, defeated individual, teach him faith and use him the glory of God. A gripping true-life story.

This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

In Defense of the Bible gathers exceptional articles by accomplished scholars (Paul Copan, William A. Dembski, Mary J o Sharp, Darrell L. Bock, etc.), addressing and responding to all of the major contemporary challenges to the divine inspiration and authority of Scripture. The book begins by looking at philosophical and methodological challenges to the Bible—questions about whether or not it is logically possible for God to communicate verbally with human beings; what it means to say the Bible is true in response to postmodern concerns about the nature of truth; defending the clarity of Scripture against historical skepticism and relativism. Contributors also explore textual and historical challenges—charges made by Muslims, Mormons, and skeptics that the Bible has been corrupted beyond repair; questions about the authorship of certain biblical books; allegations that the Bible borrows from pagan myths; the historical reliability of the Old and New Testaments. Final chapters take on ethical, scientific, and theological challenges—demonstrating the Bible’s moral integrity regarding the topics of slavery and sexism; harmonizing exegetical and theological conclusions with the findings of science; addressing accusations that the Christian canon is the result of political and theological manipulation; ultimately defending the Bible as not simply historically reliable and consistent, but in fact the Word of
Jesus will baptise you with the Holy Spirit and fire; that was the promise of John the Baptist. But what is the baptism of fire and how can you experience it? In this book, the author unveils the life and ministry of the Holy Spirit, shows how He can transform your life and what supernatural living in Christ means. Discover how the Holy Spirit worked throughout Scripture and find testimonies of those walking in the Spirit today. Filled with biblical references, testimonies from heroes of the faith and the experiences of everyday Christians, you will learn that the baptism of fire is real and how you can receive it! 2020 edition.

As he did in Secrets of the Lost Races, Rene Noorbergen probes the most recent archaeological finds to piece together the clues to the lost history of the earth in this, his latest book, Treasures of the Lost Races. A well known journalist and book author, Noorbergen is one of the few chroniclers of past civilizations who approaches with an open mind the existence of out-of-place artifacts (OOPARTS)—baffling relics that appear unexpectedly among ruins miles away from the civilization that produced them—with startling results.

Updated in 2020, including a chapter on traveling amidst the coronavirus (Covid-19), a worldwide pandemic. Short-Term Missions, A Christian Guide to STMs is a full and concise guide to STMs. What you need to know about planning a STM, or joining a STM team, and considering the options as part of the Great Commission, from the Good News to good works. This book is full of anecdotes and advice with informative timelines, and a biblical framework for STMs to help you engage in cross-cultural missions; with viable solutions to common mission issues to make your STM more effective to the glory of God. Mission considerations and types of STMs. What to do, where to go, with the best methods. How to pick a team or choose a STM organization. Raising financial support and managing your STM budget. Travel kit list, items to buy and what to leave behind. Emotional and spiritual work, before, during and at home. Security, safety, duty and character, and being streetwise. Dealing with social media and disruptive team members. Medical advice, obtaining a visa and your plane ticket. What to pack, how best to travel and airport etiquette. Christian literature, building a home or sinking a bore well. Communication, language issues and public speaking. Team dynamics, food and drink, the tribe, and social time. Working with the locals and being culturally sensitive. What to do before and after you return home. Mathew Backholer is the co-founder of ByFaith Media (www.ByFaith.org) and films and presents the reality mission series ByFaith TV which airs globally on numerous Christian networks. He has been on more than thirty mission trips and has experience: as a team member, a leader and as a host.

Join a photographic quest in search of the lost treasures of the Bible. Unveil ancient mysteries as you discover the evidence for Israel's exodus from Egypt,
and travel into lost civilisations in search of the Ark of the Covenant. Explore lost worlds with over 160 colour pictures and find how evidence outside of the Bible gives a deeper insight into the mysteries of ancient Israel. Learn what happened to the treasures of the Temple of Jerusalem and experience an onsite travel journal through Egypt, Sudan and Ethiopia. Paul Backholer is a British broadcaster and the founder of ByFaith Media (www.ByFaith.org). He is the director of ByFaith TV and the producer of several documentaries. Paul is the author of a number of books including How Christianity Made the Modern World, Britain, a Christian Nation and Holy Spirit Power. Paul studied in a British Bible college and has travelled to over forty nations working on Christian projects.

What is true Christian revival and how can we tell the genuine from the false, the true from the spurious? Drawing from Scripture and Church history, this book will sharpen your senses and take you on a journey of discovery. Featuring: Genuine revivals and moves of God. Steps towards a heaven-sent revival. How God works in revivals and awakenings. The Church and community in times of revival. The differences between revivals and outpourings. Leadership, discernment and working with the Holy Spirit. The work and ministry of the Holy Spirit in genuine revival. Accepting God's dynamics and rejecting the demonic. The facts of revival and what the Scriptures declare. The pendulum swing and characteristics of revival. The Divine, the demonic, deception and excess. How to handle excess and those in the flesh. The secrets and the supernatural of revival. Physical phenomena and conviction of sin. What is genuine spiritual revival and how can we know truth from error, fact from fiction? With many preachers claiming to have 'revival,' some wanting to impart it into your life, with many evangelists, churches and conferences declaring they will have revival (so come and receive a touch), or they will impart it into your life – what is the truth? Revival Answers, True and False Revivals answers these question and many others, so we can discern genuine heaven-sent revival and not be deceived by a counterfeit.

Celtic Christianity is as exciting as it is intriguing, from the first native Christians in the British Isles, through to the great saints such as Patrick and Columba; coupled with the trials and triumphs of the historic Anglo-Saxon kings. For centuries, this unique and isolated expression of Christianity thrived in Britain and Ireland. Together Celtic Christians ignited a Celtic Golden Age of faith and light which spread into Europe. Discover this striking history, how a nation dedicated to God was born and what we can learn from the heroes of Celtic Christianity.

This volume presents Babylon as it has been passed down through Western culture: through the Bible, classical texts, in Medieval travel accounts, and through depictions of the Tower motif in art. It then details the discovery of the material culture remains of Babylon from the middle of the 19th century and through the great excavation of 1899-1917, and focuses on the encounter between the Babylon of tradition and the Babylon unearthed by the archaeologists. This book is unique in its multi-disciplinary approach, combining expertise in biblical studies.
Who is the Holy Spirit and how can you walk in His power? Jesus walked in the power of the Holy Spirit and declared His disciples would do even greater works (Luke 4:14, John 14:12). Today, God’s power can still be released in and through Christians who will meet the Holy Spirit on His terms. In this book, the author introduces the ministry of the Holy Spirit, how His power can transform us and why we should know Him in all His fullness, as an indwelling Person. Drawing from the powerful experiences of Rees Howells, Evan Roberts and many other influential servants of the Lord Jesus Christ, the author unveils the secrets of going deeper with God, and how to grow beyond being blessed by the Holy Spirit, to be filled with the fullness of God (Ephesians 3:19). Paul Backholer is a British broadcaster and the founder of ByFaith Media (www.ByFaith.org). He is the director of ByFaith TV which airs on multiple platforms around the world and is the producer of several Christian documentaries. Paul is the author of Heaven: A Journey to Paradise, How Christianity Made the Modern World, The Exodus Evidence and The Ark of the Covenant – Investigating the Ten Leading Claims. Paul studied in a British Bible college in the 1990s and has travelled to over forty nations on Christian endeavours.

Since the beginning of time mankind has asked, “Why am I alive, does my life matter and is there an afterlife I can prepare for?” Christianity Rediscovered has the answers and will help you find meaning, focus, clarity and peace. It reveals how to pursue God, invites direction, provides spiritual guidance and will motivate you to live a strong Christian life in the present whilst preparing for eternity. Christianity Rediscovered is rooted and grounded in the Bible and is written in an easy-to-read style with verses of Scripture printed in full, with practical advice, guidance and explanations. Intermingled throughout the book are quotes from leaders of the Christian faith which help explain and reinforce Christian truth in a contemporary manner. The contents are practical in their explanations, lively in their illustrations and are not a list of do’s and don’ts, but what you need to know to succeed and grow now, and for a great eternal life.

- Having a purpose and meaning to life
- Getting to know God and the path to Heaven
- How to be a happier person and find fulfilment
- Jesus Christ revealed and what He has done for mankind
- Christian language, the Bible explained and prayer explored
- Eternity, the Book of Life, the Judgment, Heaven and Hell
- Rediscovering Christianity and eternal salvation
- What goes on inside a church building and why
- Worship, Communion and being baptised in water

Mathew Backholer is a Christian TV presenter, author, revival historian, missiologist, seasoned traveller and the co-founder of ByFaith Media (www.ByFaith.org). Mathew began his studies at Bible College in his twenties where he received theological training and went into fulltime Christian ministry. Twenty years have passed since enrolling at Bible College and he has preached and taught at home and abroad, he is interdenominational in character, evangelical in outlook and has written more than
a dozen books, and travelled to over forty countries.

Travel through time and bring the spiritual alongside the physical as men search for the lost treasures of the Bible. Where angels, demons, and humans interact. Life and emotions are played with like creative toys. Irony, retribution, greed, and dishonesty are woven into a tapestry of deceit. From the safety of a seminary to the dangers of an infernal cave, readers take an exciting trip through academia, rote religion, and speculation to be brought face to face with things they cannot understand and will defy knowledge. Have you ever met a demon, talked with an angel, or conducted a visit within solid rock? What about things that don't fit into our religious comfort zone. Things that exist outside of the experiential limits of our minds, wills, and emotions comprise the stuff that novels are made of. Sometimes those things can bring to the surface propensities that we didn't know we had.

Noted scholars (William A. Dembski, Darrell L. Bock, etc.) address and respond to all major contemporary challenges (philosophical, historical, ethical, scientific, etc.) to the divine inspiration and authority of the Bible.

As you read the unbelievable testimony of the trials and overcoming successes of Carol’s life, you will both stand in awe and praise God for His faithfulness. Though many would have given up if they had faced insurmountable obstacles of physical, mental, emotional, relational, and financial difficulties, these obstacles taught Carol and Jim to rely more on the sovereignty of our Lord. You will be challenged to use this book as a catalyst to allow our God to work through the heartaches and roadblocks in your life just as Carol has beautifully surrendered her marriage, her family, her work, and her gifts to Him.

Formerly known by its subtitle “Internationale Zeitschriftenschau für Bibelwissenschaft und Grenzgebiete”, the International Review of Biblical Studies has served the scholarly community ever since its inception in the early 1950’s. Each annual volume includes approximately 2,000 abstracts and summaries of articles and books that deal with the Bible and related literature, including the Dead Sea Scrolls, Pseudepigrapha, Non-canonical gospels, and ancient Near Eastern writings. The abstracts – which may be in English, German, or French - are arranged thematically under headings such as e.g. “Genesis”, “Matthew”, “Greek language”, “text and textual criticism”, “exegetical methods and approaches”, “biblical theology”, “social and religious institutions”, “biblical personalities”, “history of Israel and early Judaism”, and so on. The articles and books that are abstracted and reviewed are collected annually by an international team of collaborators from over 300 of the most important periodicals and book series in the fields covered.

Lost Treasures of the Bible by Michael McDonnell is concerned with treasures of the Bible that have, in some way or to some degree, been lost over time. These treasures include the Ark of the Covenant, Aaron’s Rod, the Chalice of the Last Supper, the Veronica, the Shroud of Turin, the family tree of Jesus, a timeline of key Biblical dates, and Noah’s Ark. Three primary sources of information are used. These are: the Bible, and the writings of the Catholic mystics Blessed Anne Catherine Emmerich (1774-1824), and the Venerable Mary of Agreda (1602-1665). This book should be of interest to people who would like to learn more about both Jesus and the Bible.

Budget Travel, A Guide to Travelling on a Shoestring is a practical and concise guide to travelling the world and exploring new destinations with fascinating opportunities and experiences. Full of anecdotes, traveller’s advice, informative timelines and testimonies, with suggestions, guidance, ideas and need-to-know
Information to help you survive and thrive on your budget travels and have the adventure of a lifetime! Whether you go solo, join with friends, participate in humanitarian work, join an overland bus trip or take your own vehicle, this book is for you. • Why travel, options, ideas, opportunities and experiences • The style of your trip, what to do, when to go and the cost • Gap year safety, medical and health related issues and remote travel • How to travel with money, cash, ATMs, haggling and remunerations • Your rucksack/backpack, what you need to take and leave behind • The plane ticket, review sites, applying for a visa and airport etiquette • Finding a place to stay, reservations and accommodation checks • Personal hygiene, scams, settling in and a foreign language • Be smart, shrewd and safe, the laws of the land and social media • Food & drink, keeping a journal, culture, writing and photography • Buses, trains, taxis, motorbikes, overlanders and vehicle maintenance • Overland bus trip and researching an organization • Humanitarian and development aid and leading a volunteer-vacation • A working-vacation, advice for leaders and a working team • Can you help me and the end of the journey As a world traveller, Mathew Backholer has visited more than forty countries and has travelled the length of Africa, from Cairo to the Cape, across South-East Asia from India to Vietnam and from Nepal to Russia via China and Mongolia and has survived the Trans-Siberian Railway. He has driven around Europe, visited North Africa six times, and has journeyed alone, with friends, as part of team and as a leader. He is the co-founder of ByFaith Media (www.ByFaith.org) and films and presents the reality mission travel series ByFaith TV which airs globally on numerous networks. He is the author of many books, including: How to Plan, Prepare and Successfully Complete Your Short-Term Mission and Extreme Faith.

What has Christianity ever done for the world? The answer is both profound and inexhaustible. Discover how Christianity became the most important factor in the creation of the modern world by shaping our values, beliefs and civilisation. Find how leading scientists, explorers, adventurers and freedom fighters were inspired by their Christian faith and learn how they changed life on planet earth! Take a journey with the author to over thirty-five nations as he establishes from personal observations, how slaves were freed, human rights were fought for and how liberty spread globally as the message of the Christian gospel sounded-forth. Learn how empires and superpowers were transformed by Christianity, how missionaries kept them accountable abroad and how non-conformist believers transformed them from within. 2020 edition.

For the novice as well as the sophisticate, this book is full of surprises. It includes subtle discoveries lying just "beneath" the text -- hidden messages, encryptions, deliberate misspellings and other amendments to the text -- that present implications beyond the immediate context, demonstrating a skillful design that has its origin from outside our space and time. Drawing upon over forty years of collecting, Chuck highlights in this book many of the precious nuggets that have become characteristic of his popular Bible studies around the world. It is
guaranteed to stimulate, provoke, and, hopefully, to disturb. It will confound the skeptic and encourage the believer. It is a "must read" for every thinking seeker of truth and serious inquirer of reality.

Come on a journey to another world of eternal bliss, joy and light, in this enchanting narrative which pulls you in and shows you heaven. Meet those who have gone before into paradise and found eternal peace. Enter into the heavenly Jerusalem, with a man and an angelic guide to discover the truth about immortality, the afterlife and the joy of eternity. Discover the wonder of paradise, the Garden of Eden, the cloud of witnesses and be thrilled with loved ones reunited, with the hope of heavenly rewards.

"Lost Treasures of the Bible" contains detailed descriptions and photographs of biblically significant archaeological objects housed in more than 25 museums worldwide. This selection of 100-plus artifacts illuminates the history, culture, and practices of the biblical world as a whole.

FORGOTTEN TREASURES WAIT FOR REDISCOVERY IN THE CULTURAL RELIGIOUS SYMBOLISM IN THE BIBLE. God used symbolic patterns in the Bible to communicate His truth and plans for humanity. These little-known patterns in the Bible have continued through time and spread around the world. This exploration of myths, symbols, and rituals shows how they are all related and reveals what the patterns show about God's plan through Christ. Dr. Eric Odell-Hein brings a unique approach to understanding biblical symbolism, backed by academic expertise and biblical orthodoxy. Personal stories illustrate each point. Discover: - The universal pattern to religious symbolism - How the Bible points to Christ through use of this pattern - How Christ is the superior, literal fulfillment of all mythical patterns.

For over a thousand years Britain was defined by Christianity, with monarchs dedicating the country to God and national days of prayer that saved the nation in its darkest hours. Discover the continuing legacy of the Bible in Britain, how faith defined its nationhood and the challenges from the 1960s to the present day. 2020 edition.

The Bible is certainly the most mysterious book ever created. The Scriptures are filled with hundreds of curious passages that have puzzled both Jews and Christians for thousands of years. In this powerful, faith-building book, respected author Grant R. Jeffrey takes the reader on a journey of mystery while uncovering deep truths found in the word of God. "It is the glory of God to conceal a thing: But the honour of Kings is to search out a matter." Proverbs 25:2 Key Topics Include: • The Mystery of “3 Days and 3 Nights” and Christ’s Resurrection • The Mystery of the Virgin Birth and the Star of Bethlehem • The Fall of the Walls of Jericho • Ancient Egyptian manuscript confirms the 10 plagues of Exodus • Joshua’s Long Day • Jonah and the Great Fish • The Mystery of the Lost Treasures of the Temple